The Time Has Come!

Take a closer look at the plans for the updates and renovations at Cedar Lodge to see how your gift will help Ewalu minister to all who come to camp, for generations to come.

After 60 years of heavy use as the center of activity at Ewalu, Cedar Lodge is ready to be revitalized to serve campers, staff and guests!

From our Campaign Co-Chairs:

"We have watched several generations enjoying Cedar Lodge. Our love for Ewalu’s ministry compels us to renew and restore this landmark. Please join us now in this effort!"

Harry and Elle Blobaum

Jill and Mark Davidson

An array of solar panels is an important piece of the planned updates as Ewalu remains committed to our core value of stewardship and care of the environment. Future expansion of this array may allow us to power other buildings in addition to Cedar Lodge.
Updates and renovations are needed on both levels so that Cedar Lodge can continue to serve as the hub of activity for generations to come!

Cedar Lodge's dining hall layout (below) and serving area (bottom left) will be streamlined to serve and seat more people comfortably. An updated and expanded kitchen will greatly enhance the dining experience. As seen on the plans, a remodeled break room on the lower level and screened-in porch on the main level will help summer staff rest and rejuvenate.

On the main level, the remodeled kitchen will have a much larger footprint, and replacing old equipment (pictured above) will greatly improve energy efficiency.

The old bathrooms on the lower level (pictured above) used by decades of summer staffers will be remodeled with new showers, and a new HVAC system will address the longtime moisture issues.

Learn more and follow our progress at ewalu.org/cedar-lodge-project.